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Abstract
Hospital is an institution which is sick to death or wounded person are given clinical treatment. Well prepared doctor and nurses also as a first-class facilities and equipment for valuable asset of hospital to become a good medical care industry. Medical record also form an vital part of patient’s present-day and forthcoming health care. Misdiagnose a patient condition can give serious consequences to patient which happen when medical record are inaccurate, incomplete, up-to date and reachable medical record. Aims of the paper are to classify medical record management in university hospital associated with good practice in managing records, to assess the staff skill in managing medical records appropriately and to see medical record management program contribute for quality decision making. The study applies quantitative method approach with use structured questionnaire. A technique of cluster sampling was to organise the entire hospital into nine departments (clusters). The researcher goal-directed selected 90 health staff and a records staff to contribute in this research. Researcher found that completeness physical note and nursing note of patient and also use and archive lifecycle do not associate with good practice in managing medical records. From the study, it is clear that most of the medical record officers have insight into personal skills and competencies about medical record. Researcher found that for second research question, medical record officers have the right level of staff skill to manage medical records appropriately. From the survey on decision making factor, the finding are, all factor in doing decision making are significant. Good medical record management program associated with quality of decision making. Misfiling and missing files, shortage of records staff and poor staff knowledge are the three main problems that affect the hospital in their quest to managing records effectively and making decisions. So that, researcher recommendation are to make adoption of an integrated Electronic Records Management System, more training for records staff, conducive storage and enlarge storage location, adequate records staff and more alert about security issues.
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Introduction
To secure and protect patient, X-rays, specimens, medicine records and patient information, record essentially well managed to ensure any problem do not arising in the future. Good medical record practices can help hospital’s administration forecast future budget for hospital needed such as medicine, facility and infrastructure. Characteristics of good medical record practices are record can be trace or found again in the facility by saving time and resources, library of medical record is restricted area for staff only and regularly transferred, archive or destroy unneeded record. Medical record is a medium for measurement of work being done by the medical and nursing staff which recorded history of patient and clinical treatment progress also become the source of information for many purposes. This paper mainly discuss about medical record function, concept, significance and challenges in handling medical record as a whole. Role of medical record management practice in improving decision making also mention and discuss in this article.

Healthcare is a complex which consist organizations, people and institution to maintain and restore physical health. Decision making in healthcare can be difficult due to its complexity, yet it is vital due to high stakes: doctors need to rapidly indicate the accurate course of action when it comes to lives of their patients, and hospital leaders must ensure delivery of superior care within limited resources while still generating sustainable proceeds. Therefore, medical record acts as an important role in the battle of medico-legal cases whether won or lost.

Background Study
Over the last few decades there is information explosion in health services. Mountain of information in health service provides a myth and certainty for public, healthcare policy-makers and importantly to patient itself. Decision making in healthcare environment basically based on scientific evidence which is known as evidence-based practice. In everyday practice, physicians and patients are working together exchange of information and sharing the decision (Malykh & Rudetskiy, 2018). In psychology, decision making mean as intellectual process consequential in the assortment of a certainty or a path of act among numerous conceivable alternative possibilities.

Zegers (2011) stated in his analysis that patient’s medical record starts out with the primary objective of recording and gathering information to support the delivery of good care, communication between healthcare workers, clinical judgement and to ensure the continuity of care. One of the most critical decisions a physician has to make based on medical information in an emergency department (ED) is whether to admit a patient or not. Admissions and readmissions are an important indicator of healthcare efficiency (Silow-Carroll, 2011). If a patient is readmitted shortly after a hospital stay, this might imply that the hospital discharged the patient without adequate care or the right diagnosis. Furthermore, current scales have shown that preventable short-term admissions can also be cut down and even eliminated if physicians have access to appropriate medical history (Ben-Assuli, Leshno & Shabtai, 2012).
Medical record life cycle instigates with creation, preservation and end with disposal. Managing recordkeeping have their own guideline and best practice develop by organization or university. Paediatric record must keep for twenty-five (25) years, obstetric record kept for twenty-one (21) year, Psychiatric record need to keep lifetime and three (3) years after death compared to other medical records which need to kept in organization's store record for seven (7) years (National Archive Act 2003).

**Records Management Problems**
In decision to make next treatment by the patient’s personal doctor to rule out radiotherapy for their patient required medical records first to know medical history of the patient. Nevertheless, if the medical records and X-rays of the patient possibly could not be obtained, this caused, the doctor being incapable to keep on since concern of delivering the erroneous care to patient and patient life was at risk as a consequence of inaccessibility of records (Marutha, 2017).

At a university hospital in Iran, researchers recognized that most medical records in the hospital were inadequate and contradicting with the established standards. Insufficient charting was attributable to poor handwriting, lack of papers of requested information (e.g. laboratory results) and misplaced pages. Hospital staff seemed to be ignorant of the significance of medical records in management and patient treatment plan (Pourasghar, Malekafazli, Kazemi, 2008).

**Incompetent Staff Skills**
Record Management practices are handling by staff with inadequate knowledge or skills in management of record and record consider as not important in organisations (Tale & Alefaio, 2011). In other way, to make sure medical record managing by skill and experience staff, organisation demanded to have records employees that have skills to manage the records that have been established in the programme of their interest (Mensah, 2011). Record keeping in health institutions had been plagued by factors such as poor staff skills, incompetent records personnel and low prioritization of records management in relation to other functions (Afolabi, 2004; Egwunyenga, 2009).

**Poor Decision Making**
In a situation where the organization does not value the profits of good record keeping practices, the ramifications are poor healthcare delivery, long patient waiting time, poor decisions and weak corporate memory. In the end, healthcare providers finally make-up to not concentrating certain services because the patient’s history is not contained or captured in medical files (Hitler, 2013; Marutha, 2011). Healthcare institutions do not recognize an effective records management system as a key mechanism for attaining their desired goals (Acheampong, 2012). Absence of a well-functioning records management system, decision is made without detailed information (Ngoepe, 2004; Wamukoya & Mutula, 2005).

**Literature Review**
**Record Management Program**
Ohsfeldt (2005); Shekelle, Morton & Keeler, (2006); Thompson & Brailer (2004) concur that correct and comprehensive hospital records direct to excellence patient care, raise efficacy of care, decrease medical faults, improve access to patient data, confidentiality of patients and quality decision making.
Furthermore, the National Archives of Malaysia (2003) declares that the level stipulates appropriate surroundings for easy retrieve timely, precise and accessible information in a record. Furthermore, medical records must be securely taking care to preclude unauthorized retrieve, modification, destruction or elimination. An efficient management of hospital records also expedite decision making, inform future decisions, increase accountability of decision makers, produce evidence in medico-legal issues, support perpetuity of the facility and improve service delivery (Akor & Udensi, 2013). Palmer & Marlize (2000) viewed record see as accountability to the organization which viewed as particularly crucial governance and responsible for their actions. Financial management accountability and transparency support by good record management system. Government realization and achievement the goal significant with proper health record management, liability, administration of state properties, and safeguard of privileges of its residents as well as augmenting extraneous interactions (Kemoni & Ngulube, 2008).

Organization recognition responsible by record manager to ensure gain the attention of decision maker know the important role of record management in the organization and need to be emphasized. To carry out official duties, employee need information to responsible professionally and successfully in understandable manner. Most importantly resources of information represent by records which also can be only dependable and officially confirmable source of facts that can assist as verification of decisions, activities and businesses in an organization (Tagbotor, Adzido & Agbanu 2015). Northwest Territories (2002) stated that to keep track of what its member have done and what was decided, led by function of record management to guarantee employees who entangled in differ operation have the needed information and an organization creates and keeps records to make sure they know the whole operation.

Shepherd & Yeo (2003) point out three main qualities of good records: Firstly to enhance decision making and conduct transaction in business. Secondly, to support accountability and legal financial obligation. Third or lastly are to promote awareness and understands of corporate history for cultural purposes and research. Ryan in 2010 mention that preservation is a important process where evidential significance of record can only occur if the substance, structure and context are conserved. Cowling (2003), organizations and individuals refer to records to study the trend of preceding actions and judgements, for example to prepare contextual information, inaugurate the presence of a precedent or to validate or disprove a statement or allegation. Record are most extremely significance for an association's authoritative capacity. An organisation needs sustained history as evidence of the way by which resources were gotten, disseminated, precise and consumed (disbursements plan). This includes expenses records, which give confirmation of how compensate and utilisation were organised, and diverse records recording economic trades. Legitimate records provide evidence of legally binding promises, compulsions and remunerations complete upon by governments' organisations or communities. They present record of disputes, for example, possessions designations, benevolent status and other legitimate and societal authorisations. They possibly will be protected as evidence for governments, court of law and distinctive parties or as the source of the professional for activity taken by organisations or communities. The quintessence of
records in associations are for figuring and executing strategies, monitoring everyday exercises, accomplishing consistency in dynamic, offering quality support to people and accomplishing more prominent productivity (Kemoni, Ngulube and Stilwell, 2007)

Completeness of medical record is a key performance indicator to measure how efficiency level of healthcare services in the hospital (Tola, 2017). Wong (2009) stated a medical record is perfect if following items are involved: patient background, page numbers on every medical record sheet, patient facts in the record, progress note by physician, inpatient progress note by nurse, if instructed for medication record, if request for lab result and if request for radiology result. Each note in the medical record have to be dated, time (24H clock) and readable. Every single entry should be signed by the one who creating the note and should be made as soon as possible after the episode to be write down (e.g. difference in clinical condition, ward inspection, observation etc) and before the appropriate team member goes off duty (Mathioudakis, 2016).

State of Montana, Montana Historical Society (2002) & Hounsome (2001) stated factors that prominent in not achieving a Good Records Management Practices are:

- Records management guidelines and procedures are not complete and do not cover all area of managing records.
- Records manager and archivist do not have any experience and skill in record
- Costly in implementing and maintaining Good Records Management Practices.
- Resources are limited to fulfill user requirement to implement a system (legislation. Number of staff and other resource adequate or not).

Nowadays, more regulatory and legal requirement need to be fit to protect the organization in managing information that has turn into the most influential source in the accomplishment of organizations regardless of form or format, this is because information are extra crucial to organizations than ever before (Sanderson & Ward, 2003). Tagbotor, Adzido & Agbanu (2015) in their study found that for establish and maintaining Records Management System to prevent from lack and non compliance, organization must develop and follow the policy or guideline

Life cycle of record started with creation, use and lastly is disposal when achieve retention period just like living organism. Shepherd & Yeo (2003) admits that the records life cycle is regularly use by almost every organization in managing record. This statement also support by concept records are not static but related to the biological organism subject which is record also brought to live, adolescence and aged and pass away. Hare & McLeod (1997) claims that the formation stage is the foundation of the existence period of the record. It is the step where records and facts are primarily developed or obtained. Records management pursues to resourcefully and scientifically deal with the lifespan component (creation, capture, use, maintenance, archive or disposal) of records that are day-to-day created by means of transactions actions and dealings. This indicates that records management is grounded on the standards of day-to-day assessment and controlled maintenance or elimination of records with the common objectives of certifying rightful and governing acquiescence and company responsibility (Chinyemba & Ngulube, 2005).
The life cycle of record upkeep and usage comprised of important stages including distribution, active storage, security and information updating. It also includes usage and sharing of materials and evidence in the record. Due to its importance and sensitivity, it is a mandatory requirement for a secure and acceptable standard when it comes to storage environment. Whenever records are needed to be migrated across different technology platforms, evidence must be established to reflect that the information remain well looked after authentically and accurately. However, virtuous retrieve as and once looked-for should continue to be available. Tavakoli & Jahanbakhs (2013) believes that adequate preservation of medical record is crucial in a health care provision. Medical records requisite be sustained by a organisation to provide for individual treatment as well as to fulfil other main objectives such as conforming to the legal and regulatory requirements; attain accreditation; supporting the need for research, education, and reimbursement; in addition to assisting facility administration and decision making. The length of record retention varies: depending on the categories of records sustained such as fetal monitor strips, birth records, radiology descriptions and images, laboratory informations, Master Patient Indexes and type of services such as clinics, hospitals, treatment institutions etc. Medical records preservation, management as well as its discarding or annihilation is significant deliberating matters and risk regularly connected with storeroom and space capacity. Medical records employees uphold an ongoing plan or have a procedure in circumstance to maintain and extinguish the records to evade these encounters.

Records disposal is a phase of a day to day existence sequence which alludes to the exchange of the record to an archive for safety's sake for a fix timeframe. Records likewise be shipped off the files for lasting stockpiling. In advance records may possibly be arranged they experience an examination framework. Discarding could be throughout secure preserving by moving records to the chronicles or beyond lasting devastation. Records arrive at their inert stage when their essential incentive to the association slips. The National Archives of Malaysia (2003) referenced that records are arranged by level when they had arrived at edge of their lifespan. In arranging in-dynamic records thought should be made relating the estimation of data encompasses in records. The existence phase along these lines makes to the inference that records are sustained at first for hierarchical objectives and that they might be migrated into authentic guardianship when in light of period are not, at this point into dynamic use as shown on Figure 1 beneath:

![Figure 1: Lifecycle of record](image-url)
Staff Skills

Medical record staff must take responsibility to handle or manage record systematically, which is involve good maintenance of record through lifecycle, accessibility (have clear policy or guideline whom can be access medical record), tracking and records storage; record disposal schedule for how long its need to be keep based on discipline; permanently keep and maintain in organization; dispose with permission and follow confidential destruction or recycle. Record manager in hospital must have professional skill and competencies:

- Knowledgeable in guideline, procedure, circular, standard and best practice regarding medical record management;
- Capability in apply effective best practice in managing medical record according to the organization environment;
- Capability and understand various method or tools and techniques in medical record management;
- Knowledgeable about recent technology and software application and how to use it;
- Knowledgeable of others system in organisation such as administration, clinical support and clinical system which as a shareholder in organisation;
- Capability on doing research of others organisation experience;
- Capability in understanding the guideline, procedure, circular, policy, act to apply in organisation for give accurate and effective advice to others staff (National Records of Scotland, 2016).

Competent Record Department staffs in an organisation guarantees that records management function is conducted effectively. Employees need to be proficient with the acquaintance and talents to enhance and sustain the records management programme. The acquaintance essential should cover all the practices of records management (Chinyemba & Ngulube, 2005). For record manager whose manage medical record need to have personal skills and competencies as following:

- Confident, believe in-self and have good communication skill in both verbally and writing;
- Capability on communicate and cooperate with other staff at all level;
- Enthusiastic and do not quickly to give up;
- Positive thinking and altitude;
- Able to complete the task through the end and brave to confront with obstacle;
- Ability to be a leader and lead the team including work as a team;
- Capability in managing the new changing of handling medical record environment (such as from manual system to electronic system);
- Influencing and good example to others staff;
- Capability talk in front of audience to share knowledge and experience;
- Analytical thinking, personal integrity and can develop wide network in workplace or another organisation;
- Always keep up to date with the latest profession (National Records of Scotland, 2016).

The knowledge and competence of healthcare providers and their assistances to the establishment, use, maintenance and conservancy of records cannot be underestimated if health care and decisions
are to improve (Mensah, 2011). Those are knowledge and skill that medical record staff need in managing recordkeeping:

- Capability understand on good practice and others techniques to adapt with organisation environment;
- Capability in develop/ managing policy, procedure, guideline and circular to make it ‘up to date’ in line with technological development;
- Capable in recognize which system of recordkeeping need improvisation to make it more efficient;
- Capability to make a research on medical record management and ability to recognise opportunity to improve the service;
- Positive altitude in looking a way to improve recordkeeping practices;
- Knowledgeable about recent medical record act;
- Capability in giving idea and contribution to implement latest recordkeeping best practice;
- An ability to make sure good managing medical record can lead to good decision making which improve and give benefit to the organisation;
- Capable in handling complaint and open minded;
- Capable to make sure every staff used standard guideline, circular, procedure and policy in managing recordkeeping;
- Understand and prepared the risk will be faces in managing recordkeeping, able to monitor and analyse level or value of risk;
- Capable work under pressure and deadline;
- Capability to monitor and check accuracy of information or data before given to the top management used for decision making;
- problem-solving skills;
- always alert with new information, policy, circular, standard best practice regarding record keeping (National Records of Scotland, 2016)

Record manager main role are to know about new policy, circular, procedure and guideline to develop and implement the standard that suitable with the organization operation (National Records of Scotland, 2016). Tagbotor, Adzido & Agbanu (2015) opines that insufficiency of preparation in records management can obstruct an organization’s performance. If employees do not have guiding principle on how to manage and not guided about how to handling filing systems, productivity cannot be upgraded and influence the result of decision making.

**Decision Making**

Decisions made at the right or opportune time leads to achieving organizational goals such as high productivity, profitability and competitive advantage whiles wrong timing of decisions sometimes waste organizational resources (Darwish, 2014). Decision making is vital for every organization that strives to mitigate risk, achieve organizational performance and improve service delivery (Tagbotor, Adzido & Agbanu, 2015). Organizations’ decision making is a complicated process that must be apprehended and interpreted entirely before it can be applied meritoriously (Nooraie, 2012). In hospitals, for a decision to be made on records generated, there is the need to interpret such information in order to inform the decision. This implies the ability to interpret available information influences the decision to make (Darwish, 2014).
Data are correct, genuine, reliable and certified. This implies that there is no inherent limitation, free from errors and mistakes. Inaccurate information is likely to result in poor decisions likewise accurate information can also result in good decision (Ge & Helfert, 2006). Medical record-keeping quality is element of the hospital work environment as well other features like physician-nurse relations, nurse contribution in decision making and administrative significances on quality care (Aiken, 2012). One of the most important factors in making decisions is the information or records. This is precisely to the information that having comprehensive, accurate and timely figures hasten decision making likewise scanty, inaccurate and poor timing result in making wrong decisions (Darwish, 2014). The missing part of patient record components was correlated with lower rates of AEs. Thus, misplaced record components indicate to an underestimation of AEs in record review studies. In contrast, poor quality (comprehensiveness, readable and competence) of the accessible patient information was connected with higher rates of AEs. The quality of the documented information in patient records look as if a forecaster of the quality of care (Zegers, 2011).

This refers to the timing in which decisions are made (Darwish, 2014). Decisions made at the right or opportune time leads to achieving organizational goals such as high productivity, profitability and competitive advantage. A study by Stephenson (2012) disclosed that not having enough time to decide on what to do at any particular point in time has a bearing on the quality of a decision. The author further posited that decision made under pressure could be very disastrous, as it only solves an immediate problem but could lead to a bigger problem. By detailing all pertinent medical information its mean record this evidence for upcoming reference. Keep in mind that nothing can be work as evidence without write it down properly. Continuousness in clinical notes is crucial significance to patient care as, in the present-day medical environment, many various healthcare specialists are entangled in the treatment of a single patient. Making certain that clinical notes are the latest and carry out precisely with adequate evidence will confirm that the appropriate information is prepared to all pertinent healthcare workers and will support them with capability for upcoming decisions (Mathioudakis, 2016). In a court of law, accurate medical record use as a weapon to protect the clinicians practitioner. However, the legal load of verification can depend on the particular contextual and situations in which the notes are being inspected.

Darwish, (2014) put forward that having timely information and effective records management systems expedite decision making and thus, reduce the likelihood of making poor decisions. His survey in the Iranian airports company disclosed that the practice of an efficient records management system, a simple and a functional electronic filing system increases the speed at which files or records are retrieved and subsequently, influences the speed at which clinical and administrative decisions are made in organizations. In the event where the records management systems are effective, decisions are made quicker to meet the ongoing and future needs of the organization. On the other hand, ineffective records management systems retard the speed at which decisions are made. Decisions made at the right or opportune time leads to achieving organizational goals such as high productivity, profitability and competitive advantage whiles wrong timing of decisions sometimes waste organizational resources. Many managers simply need effective records management systems and supervision to make quality judgments based on consistent indication. However, there is no methodical guarantee that the evidence available to managers of organizations is dependable and genuine to make such decisions (Pfeffer & Sutton, 2006). A survey conducted by
Akor & Udensi (2013) and Mampe & Kalusopa (2012) revealed that successful records management systems ease well-timed and quality decision making, enlighten upcoming decisions and fast track service delivery. Simon Fraser University (2007) debates that records management does not only countenance an organization to operate on a daily basis, but also to fulfill its legitimate and business requests meanwhile latest news of events is presented as reference fact. Records that are supervised effectually assist sensible and proficient decision making, apprise future decisions, give indication in court case, upsurge accountability of decision makers and immediate way an competent service delivery (Akor & Udensi, 2013; Kemoni & Wamukoya, 2005; Mampe & Kalusopa, 2012). With effective records management, organizations such as hospitals benefit can diminished risks for medico-legal or governing disputes by verdict and generating the appropriate proof exist in records. In effect, the hospital can be assured that there is a full disclosure of information for decision-makers to rely on in the course of carrying out their responsibilities, consequently enlightening the quality of decision making, extensive duration arrangement and delivering efficient health care to the public (Ojo, 2009).

A study by Amo Justice (2016), stated that incomplete information affected the kind of decisions the units wanted to make. Countless of our attribute and security methods are risk-stratified. Comprehensive documentation with the proper coding of the problematic list will precisely imitate on the whole condition of the patient. The security procedures and quality affect payments instructed toward hospitals. As requests for surgeon-specific statistics improve, strong documentation with ICD-10 may well influence capability future pay for accomplishment programs. If a surgeon under-codes a case, then the practical proportion could fall under the estimated standard of his or her team-mates (Megan, 2015).

Findings
With the 90 questionnaires distributed to one of university hospital, 90 questionnaires were returned by respondents which represented 100% of questionnaire response rate. The ages of the participants ranged from 18 to 60 years old. The majority participant age was 24 to 34 years which represented (34.4%) follow by age group between 35 to 44 years and 45 to 54 years with (18.9%). A sizeable number (41%) were males whiles the remaining number (49%) were females. That is implies that a slightly higher number of females participated in the survey than males. Majority (31%) of the respondents had attained Bachelor whiles a large number (24%) had acquired Doctor of Philosophy (PhD). Moreover, a few (3%) of the participants had attained secondary school. This shows that almost every staff at the hospital has acquired some form of education.

Staff Skills
From the finding, researcher found that medical record management in university hospital associated with good practice in managing records. Researcher found completeness physical note and nursing note of patient also use and archive lifecycle do not associate with good practice in managing medical records. It is clear that most of the medical record officers has insight into personal skills and competencies about medical record. They had capability on communicate and cooperate with other staff at all level; enthusiastic and do not quicly to give up, positive thinking and attitude; able to complete the task through the end and brave to confront with obstacle; ability to be a leader and lead the team including work as a team; capability in managing the new changing of handling medical record environment, including the ability to respond to changing needs and different situations such
as develop guideline for missing medical record to prevent organization from any legal action. Not only that, medical record officers also had influencing and good example to others staff; capability talk infront of audience to share knowledge and experience (share about do and do not in managing medical record) . The important skills in record manager are they must have personal and professional integrity to make sure confidentiality of medical record preserved,; ability to develop and maintain a wide network of professional contacts and keep up to date with professional developments and actively participates within the professional community. For good analytics skills; and have marketing and promotional awareness, skills and abilities are do not significant with personal skills and competencies about medical record which is contradict with National Records of Scotland, (2016). From the study, proved medical record officers have the right level of staff skill to manage medical records appropriately.

**Decision Making**

Medical records generated at university hospital are correct, genuine, reliable, certified, no inherent limitation, free from errors and mistakes, detailed, accurate and timely. This will help the decision maker improve their decision making. From the survey on decision making factor, researcher found that the finding is same with the literature review which is all factor in doing decision making are significant

**Challenges in Managing Records and Making Decisions**

The study reveals that issues of misfiling and missing files, shortage of records staff and poor staff knowledge are the three main problems that affect the university hospital in their quest to managing records effectively and making decisions. The issue of missing files and misfiling can be setbacks for the hospital if the staffs want to retrieve files to commence daily activities or make decisions. This goes in line with the literature that for records management systems to improve decisions, issues such as missing files, misfiling, inadequate storage location, and poor staff knowledge need to be addressed adequately (Ge & Helfert, 2006). This shows that the hospital is affected by its decision-making processes. Other than that, respondent also mention that staffs in university hospital with poor knowledge of using medical record and lack of knowledge using the computer. Moreover, money, budget, management support, staffs especially clinician’s cooperation and understanding/knowledge of medical record management are the challenges in handling medical records.

**Conclusion**

The study showed that Records Management Programme applied in the hospital that outlines by what method records are produced, captured, utilized, sustained, preserved and discarded. Furthermore, the university hospital is guided by guidelines and procedural manuals designed by Ministry of Health and National Archives of Malaysia in the management of records. Last but not least, the kind of records keeping practice adopted by the university hospital has an influence on decision accuracy, decision timeliness and decision commitment. However, poor staff knowledge, inadequate records professionals, missing files, damaged files, inadequate filing space and inadequate hardware among other challenges affect managing records at university hospital.
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